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Indraloka Animal Sanctuary Rescues

Pregnant Ewes from Farm Shut Down for Cruelty

When the Pennsylvania SPCA Danville Center investigated reports of cruelty and neglect at a

Central PA farm, humane police officers were horrified. They found a small herd of cows and sheep

living without adequate food, water and shelter from the harsh winter weather. The animals were

emaciated. Some were so weak they could not stand up; they laid covered in filth on the frozen

ground. Indraloka Animal Sanctuary in Dalton, PA, coordinated with the Danville humane officers

to assist with the rescue and make sure the animals all would receive the care they need.

“Every time we participate in one of these rescues, the humane officers and our staff ask each

other the same questions. ‘How can anyone do this to gentle, sweet, vulnerable animals? How do

we continue this work ourselves when it’s so heart-wrenching?’” Indra Lahiri, PhD, Indraloka’s

founder, says. “The answer is always the same: Because in rescuing them, we rescue ourselves and

bring our world a bit more back into balance.”

Support from NEPA’s generous, compassionate community enables rescues like this. Two pregnant

ewes arrived at Indraloka—where they will give birth under veterinary care and remain with their

babies for the rest of their lives. They will know they are well cared for and loved.

“This rescue is particularly traumatic. Sheep are friendly, curious and very sensitive animals by

nature. They’re among the gentlest of creatures, and we are as close to our sheep as we are to our

dogs, with the same strong bond.” Dr. Lahiri explains. “The newly rescued ewes cowered when we
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reached out a kind hand to welcome them. We can only imagine the cruelty they suffered to react

with such terror.”

Since its inception nearly 20 years ago, Indraloka has more than quadrupled the number of animals

it rescues and provides lifelong care for, the acreage of land necessary to provide ample grazing

and the number of barns needed to house the nearly 200 beloved animals that now live at the

sanctuary.

While Indraloka’s mission will always center on the rescue, rehabilitation and care for farmed

animals in need, the sanctuary has adopted a second primary mission: pioneering educational

curricula that expose children to science, technology, engineering, arts, music and mathematics

instruction in an environment where kindness, compassion and respect for all beings informs every

lesson plan. All of this is possible because of the generous and loving support of our NEPA

community.

Together, we can end cruelty and suffering for children and animals. To contribute to Indraloka’s

rescue fund, visit the sanctuary’s website, Facebook page or Instagram feed.

“Never, never be afraid to do what’s right, especially if the well-being of a person or animal is at

stake,” Martin Luther King, Jr.
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https://indraloka.app.neoncrm.com/forms/2023-emergency-rescue-fund?fbclid=IwAR27uI0OTqWjrNV2B5UIgL82I_98eqMHEiCYuzIkKFa3FdI1Buvy8hUbfqI
https://www.facebook.com/IndralokaAS
https://lnk.bio/indralokaanimalsanctuary


Indraloka, a 501(c) nonprofit, provides “heaven on earth” for farm animals that have nowhere else

to turn. We inform, inspire and empower the community, especially children, on ways in which we

can better care for ourselves and the environment while helping animals in need. We advocate for

a kind and compassionate lifestyle that protects animals, the earth and our own health and. As

educators, we offer a wide range of STEAM-based learning programs, summer camps and field

trips for children, K-12. The community is invited to tour the sanctuary; reservations are required.

We host live, public and virtual events throughout the year for adults and children. Visit us at

Indraloka.org.
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